
BEFORE
COST TO RENOVATE

I want 
a new  

kitchen!

What needs 
to be updated?

How much 
money can I 

spend?
Will we need 
to change the 

layout?

What are the pain  
points of my current kitchen?

What do 
we need 
less of?

What do 
we need 
more of?

What are my  
nice-to-haves and 
must-haves, and  
what is realistic?

Achieve perfect flow in 
a kitchen. Is the kitchen a 
cook-only room, or will it be 
an entertainment and family 
gathering spot? Your answer — 
and the available space — will 
reveal your best layout choice.

Bigger kitchens allow for central 
islands and bars, adding preparation, 
dining, and conversation areas. Smaller 
kitchens can appear roomier with 
U-shaped and galley layouts. Maximize
a smaller space by opening up walls for
more cabinetry and eating spots.

Countertops should be multipurpose. Countertops should clean up 
beautifully and offer reliable performance for any use, not to mention top-
notch looks. 

Consider traditional designs such as pairing light-colored cabinets with 
black, rich gray, or deep-brown countertops. Or for a little drama, consider 
countertop colors like blues, yellows, and greens.

When it comes to material, marble, granite, and cultured marble bring time-
honored nature into any home. Quartz and laminate are low-maintenance, 
but they dazzle. Wood is a hit for rustic kitchens that scream “yesteryear.” 

Hardware sets off cabinetry. Depending on the tones and finishes, 
hardware can contrast or complement your cabinets. Test knobs, pulls, 
and bars in metal, wood, ceramic, or glass against cabinets. Today’s 
high-quality hardware offers linear, square, rectangular, and other 
whimsical shapes.

Floors give kitchens stability and style.  
Consider rich hardwoods like mahogany and 
hickory for ethereal beauty. Natural granite, slate, 
and travertine stone add luxurious visual appeal. 
Porcelain and ceramics allow mosaic and design 
touches that won’t easily chip. And don’t forget 
about luxury vinyl tile and planks that mimic stone, 
ceramic, and hardwood.

For an easier clean in a time-crunched household, 
choose waterproof floors constructed of luxury vinyl 
tile or planks (or porcelain or ceramic tile). 

Which countertops are hottest for today’s homeowners? ProSource has the 
answer. Use the online product catalog to select your favorites or visit your local 
showroom to open the door to stunning countertop possibilities.

Wondering how a floor will look in real life? Head to 
a ProSource Wholesale showroom to find flooring 
options and to browse our products in person.

Faucets come in several styles, including sink-, deck-, and wall-
mounted. Choose from single or double handles with pullout, 
pulldown, or side-spray features. For futuristic styling and hands-free 
control, consider self-sanitizing, motion-activated faucets.

Lighting profoundly affects ambiance and functionality. 
Test cabinet finishes, flooring choices, and countertops in an 
array of natural and artificial lighting at various times of the day 
before finalizing top picks.

From elegant to utilitarian, sinks breathe life into a kitchen. 
Apron fronts, under-mounts, and vessels can fit perfectly — 
depending on use and space. Consider two basins of the same 
or different sizes; two sinks in a large kitchen; or a three-basin 
masterpiece in stainless steel, copper, or another solid surface. 
Nice-to-have accessories like drain boards, lowered dividers, 
and sink covers can affect workflow with easier cleanup.

Backsplashes come in all colors, so 
get creative. In a neutral kitchen, the 
backsplash can become a focal point that 
brings the design together. Whether you 
want a textured or modest backsplash, 
there are tons of material options. 

Natural stone, reflective glass tile, and 
pebble tile bring texture to the wall above 
sinks and appliances. Stainless steel and 
chalkboard have a fresh “wow!” factor. 
And families can use a chalkboard texture 
to remind kids to clean dishes or pack 
tomorrow’s lunch.

Inspire clients with hardware inspiration from 
ProSource’s online catalog. It’s filled with classic 
and unique kitchen hardware.

Light up your client’s dream kitchen with 
inspiration from ProSource. Take floor and 
other material samples with them to view 
in various lights.

Never be overwhelmed by options again. Review the 
ProSource product catalog and share images of your 
favorites among friends and your trade pro.

Have backsplash ideas? Share them with 
a ProSource showroom expert who can 
point you in the right direction.

Cabinets provide storage and boost aesthetic. Cabinetry can 
balance a disproportionately high ceiling or unite an expansive 
space. Under-counter drawers and built-in shelving look fantastic 
while secretly adding storage.

Consider wood cabinets for an earthy touch. Cabinetry composed 
of laminate materials exudes novelty and shine. Lighter-colored 
cabinets make spaces appear larger and brighter, while darker hues 
add warmth and sophistication.

DON’T FORGET THESE  
OTHER CONSIDERATIONS:

Contact your local ProSource showroom
to see how we can help you transform

your kitchen remodel vision into reality.

Appliances

Furniture

Walls & ceilings

Doors & windows

Design fees

Building permits

HVAC

Plumbing & water

Installation fees

Inspection fees

Average cost of  
kitchen renovation 

in U.S.

Lower-end 
renovations

Higher-end 
renovations

$22,129
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